Sola Scriptura - Bibliography of Suggested Resources
* - Indicates that these books are available for purchase at our resource
table.
*A Book You will Actually Read series: On the Old Testament; and On
the New Testament by Mark Driscoll are short but packed with great
information on the Old And New Testaments.
*Knowing Scripture, by R. C. Sproul, Excellent book giving the reader
an understanding of the big picture of the Bible and tools to study.
*Understanding and Applying the Bible, by Robertson McQuilken, very
good book for those who desire greater skills in understanding the
Bible.

The Canon of Scripture, by F.F. Bruce, is a thorough book on how the
66 books of the Protestant Canon came to be.
From Ancient Text to Modern Translations, by David Ewart, a helpful
book surveying how the Bible went from the hands of the original
authors to what we hold in our hand today.
Are the New Testament Documents Reliable, by F.F. Bruce, is a good
survey of the accuracy and credibility of the New Testament.
The Indestructible Book, by Ken Connolly, is a fascinating historical
look at how the Scriptures have been both opposed and adored over
the ages.
Getting the Message, by Daniel Doriani, provides insight, guidance and
practical wisdom for studying the Scriptures.

The Message of the Old Testament and The Message of the New
Testament by Mark Dever provides an overview and study of the key
themes of every book in the Bible

What the Bible is All About, by Henrietta Means, is a good book-bybook overview of the Bible.

How to Read the Bible for All its Worth, by Gordon Fee and Douglas
Stewart provides the reader with a great how to guide in the use of the
Bible.

Did God Write the Bible by Dan Hayden, provides simple and
straightforward arguments defending the position that the Bible is
from God.

The Origin of the Bible, edited by Philip Comfort, is a good
introduction to the authority and perfection of Scripture from a team
of good theologians.

What’s in the Bible by R. C. Sproul and Robert Wolgemuth gives an
overview of the Bible, explaining the big picture stories and their place
in the Scriptures.

Christ and the Bible, by John Wenhan, is a very helpful survey of how
Jesus Christ viewed the Old Testament.

Introduction to Biblical Interpretation by Klein, Blomberg, and
Hubbard, is a seminary textbook level book on hermeneutics (science of
Biblical interpretation)

